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Instructions: 
a. Follow the prescribed limit while answering the questions. 
b. Write the correct question numbers as it appears on the questions paper. 
c. One mark questions attempted more than once will be awarded zero. 
d. For multiple choice questions choose the correct answer and rewrite it. 

 
I Answer the following in a word, a phrase of a sentence each: 12 x 1 = 12 
1 What kind of Judgment did the man expect in, “The Gentleman of the Jungle‟? 
2 How do Mangoose and Cowcal cure themselves of snake bite. 
3 How did the narrator earn his living in, “Oru Manushyan”? 
4 What makes us quail according to the poem “Money Madness”? 
5 What was Tulu Rani Hazra‟s occupation? 
6 How many Gods are supposed to dwell in the body of the cow in the poem. “If I was a Tree”? 
7 What did Bhima‟s mother give him when he was a baby in the chapter “Watchman of the Lake”? 
8 How did the farmer commit suicide in “The Farmer‟s wife”? 
9 How old was Frederick Douglass when his mother died. 
10 What does the old woman offer to do in order to get a fifty paise coin from the speaker? 
11 Name the city in which Lucia was undergoing treatment in the lesson, “Two Gentlemen of Verona.” 
12 What gave the spring everlasting youth in the poem „Do not ask of Me, My Love‟? 

 

II Answer any EIGHT of the following in a paragraph of 80-100 words each: 8 x 4 = 32 

 (Choosing at least two from poetry)  
13 Why does the child hate to go to school in, “The School Boy.” 
14 What was the story behind Mara‟s loss of teeth? 
15 How does the stranger rescue the narrator in “Oru Manushyan”. 
16 How was education imparted in Babar Ali‟s school. 
17 Why does the poet wish to become a tree? 
18 How did Mara‟s sacrifice save the lake. 
19 How is the plight of the farmer‟s wife depicted in the poem „The Farmer‟s Wife”? 
20 How does Douglass portray the life of the slaves?  
21 Describe the changes that occur in the speakers attitude towards the old woman in the poem. “An 

old Woman.”  
22 Describe the circumstances that made Nicola and Jacopo homeless. 

 
III Answer any ONE of the following in 200 words: 1 x 6 = 6  
23 How is the imperial attitude of the jungle lords brought out in the lesson, “The Gentlemen of the 

Jungle”?  
OR  

Money is dangerous due to man‟s madness for it.” Substantiate your opinion with reference to 
the poem „Money Madness.”  

OR 
Nicola and Jacopo bring nobility to human life. Explain with reference to “Two Gentlemen of 
Verona.”  

IV Read the following passage and answer the questions: 10 x 1 = 10  
Honda Company is a leading automobile manufacturing company. If one traces the roots of 

this company, one can find the perseverance of a very simple and ordinary Japanese man named 
Honda.  



Honda was a simple person. He attempted to design a new type of piston to improve the 
performance of cars. He was sure of himself that his attempt would yield pathbreaking results. He offered 
his designs to Toyota. The engineers turned his offer down without meeting him but he didn‟t lose heart. 
His repeated attempts at meeting Toyota engineers, finally succeeded, but only to see that his product was 
ridiculed by them. Not losing his heart he went into great details to convice them. Atleast he obtained an 
order to supply pistons to Toyota. Honda invested all his resources-money, materials, knowledge, 
hardwork as capital and constructed a plant for producing piston, suddenly there was an earthquake that 
destroyed his factory.  

Yet Honda reposed faith in his own ability, once again he started construction afresh. When it was 
ready and the production was to start the following week, World War II broke out. Bombs bombarded 
Japan and most of the country was devastated and so was his factory.  

Although Honda lost his factory, wealth and friends he did not lose his self-confidence. He said, 
“Yes , I lost everything but not my confidence.” He continued his efforts and began to construct his factory 
for the third time.  

Today Honda Car Company produces and sells more cars than Toyota. 

 

24. Who started the automobile manufacturing company in Japan? 
25. Why did Honda try to design a new type of Piston? 
26. To which company Honda offered his designs? 
27. When the company turned his offer down, Honda: 

(a) didn‟t approach it again, (b) didn‟t make further attempts, (c) didn‟t lose heart. 
28. How did Toyota engineers react to Honda‟s product? 
29. Mention one of the resources that Honda invested as capital? 
30. ___________broke out when he was ready to start production the following week. 
31. Mention the natural calamity that destroyed Honda‟s factory. 
32. How did Honda construct that factory for the third time? 
33. What does Honda Company produce and sell today? 

 

V A   Fill in the blanks with appropriate articles and prepositions given in brackets 1 x 4 = 4  
34. Verona is_____________lovely city & rich___________history. The streets & splended buildings 

are of__________ exquisite pale honey colour. Romeo and Juliet are 
reputed______________have lived there.  
[to, the, an, a, in]  

B   Fill in the blanks with the suitable form of verbs given in brackets: 1 x 4 = 4  
35. In 1838, Frederick Douglass_____________(escape) from slavery and__________(go) to New 

York City where he____________(marry) Anna Murray whom he_____________(have+meet) in 
Baltimore.  

C  Choose the correct form of the verb that agrees with the subject: 1 x 3 = 3  
36. To go to school on summer morning,___________________(drive / drives) away the joy of the 

boy. He________________(spend/spends) the day in misery and________________(sit/sits) in 

the cage. 

D Correct the following sentences & rewrite them. 1 x 2 = 2 
37. He worked very hardly. 
38. He is superior than me.  

E  Re-write as directed: 6 x 1 = 6 
39. The bird had a long blue___________(tale/tail)  

(Fill in the blank with appropriate word given in brackets) 
40. Students learnt the correct___________(pronounce) of words. 

(Complete the sentence with the right form of the word given in brackets).  
41. On the left side/Mara/everything/had to chew/of his mouth. 

(Rearrange the segments to form a meaningful 
sentence) 



 

42. The boys had to work very hard to earn a living.  
(Add a question tag). 

43. Mara tied it to the nearby tree.  
(Change into a question beginning with the right form of ‘Do’) 

44. The narrator went to a restaurant to have lunch. 
(Frame a question as to get the underlined word as answer)  

VI  A Refer to the following table & answer the questions set on it:  1 x 4 = 4 

      

Teams 

 INDIAN PREMIER LEAGUE (IPL)  

Played Won Lost Points Net run rate  

Mumbai 

4 3 1 6 +1.150 
Indians      

Royal 

5 3 2 6 +0.439 
Challengers      

Rajasthan 

4 3 1 6 +0.230 
Royals      

Sumisers 

5 3 2 6 -0.380 
Hyderabad      

45. (i) Which team has the highest run? 
(ii) How many matches has Royal Challengers played? 
(iii) How many matches has Rajasthan Royals lost? 
(iv) Name the team that has the lowest run rate.  

46. B Imagine that you have lost your I PUC ID card. Write a letter to the principal of your college 
requesting him/her to issue a duplicate ID card. Your letter should include following 
points:  
* Reasons for the loss 
* Your Register Number 

* Your Home address. 1 x 5 = 5 
VII A Match the following expression under coloumn ‘A’ to its corresponding language function 

under ‘B’   1 x 5 = 5 

47     

  A B  

  Expressions Functions  

 1. You can use my bicycle a.Introducing  

 2. Aunt, could you buy me a pen? b. Permission  

 3. Hello, I am Sundaresh from Satnur c. Greeting  

 4. May I help you? d. Request  

 5. Good Evening, Sir e. Offering help  

B Complete the dialogue:  1 x 4 = 4  
48. Rahul & his wife Latha plan to have a holiday. They discuss the options. Write a dialogue 

between them.  
Rahul: Latha, today my boss told me that I could take a vacation 
Latha:_________________________(Congratulating) 
Rahul:_________________________(Idea of going to some destination) 
Latha:_________________________(Giving a different suggestion) 
Rahul:_________________________(Coming to a consensus). 
Latha: Ok done!  

C Dialogue writing: 1 x 3 = 3  
49. Rihanna buys a big gift from a gift centre. She requests Rita to help her to carry it towards the 

Car. Write a dialogue between Rihanna and Rita. 

 

***** 


